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Abstract

Rail corrugation, a quasi-sinusoidal irregularity of the rail head, is a common issue experienced throughout the railway networks 
worldwide. It generally leads to high wheel-rail dynamic loads, increased noise emission, and poor ride comfort. Most commonly, 
rail corrugation is likely to develop on short radius curves. This paper aims to study the numerical feasibility of the prediction 
of self-excited vibrations for the study of rutting corrugation formation without excitation from initial rail roughness. A finite 
element model for the prediction of the self-excited vibrations of the leading wheelset-rails system in a short radius curve has been 
developed in ABAQUS. The friction coupling between the wheel and rail is taken into account. It is assumed that the lateral creep 
forces between wheel and rail are quasi-saturated. The proposed model is applied to investigate the effect of several structural factors 
on self-excited vibrations occurrence. Results show a strong match between the typical wavelength of rutting corrugation and the 
numerical results obtained in this paper, similarities with experimental evidence on rutting corrugation, and a strong influence of 
the interaction effect of the wheelset cross-section and the track gauge on self-excited vibrations occurrence. For a typical European 
wheelset cross-section, self-excited vibrations occurred only for a wider track gauge, while for the considered Chinese wheelset 
cross-section, self-excited vibrations occurred only for a standard track gauge. Therefore, according to the method employed, 
wheelset cross-section might be an inhibitor factor at a particular track gauge. A parameter sensitivity analysis shows that the 
friction coefficient is correlated linearly with the system instability and the frequency of the unstable modes of vibration.

Keywords: Rutting corrugation, self-excited vibrations, complex eigenvalue analysis, creep forces saturation, wheelset-track 
system.

1. Introduction

Corrugations are a type of quasi-sinusoidal irregularities
developing in both rails and wheels. The term is generally 
used with specific reference to short-wavelength irregularities. 
The classification used by Alias [1] considers 
corrugations as irregularities with a wavelength between 30 
and 80 mm, in contrast to short waves with a wavelength 
between 150 and 300 mm, and long waves with a 
wavelength up to 2000 mm. Rail corrugation has been 
constituting a serious issue ever since rail transportation is 
utilised as a transportation means. In the 1930s, up to 46% 
of the German Railway network was seriously corrugated 
[2]. Rail corrugation gives rise to poor comfort, dynamic 
loading of both vehicle and track components, and 
high levels of noise. Measurements by Vadillo et al. [3] 
indicated that even in its initial phase and almost invisible, 
corrugation raised noise emission levels by 6dB(A). Despite 
of the extensive research on the topic, rail corrugation 
continues to be a problem whose principal means of 
control is grinding of rail. However, grinding is rather an 
expensive measure which is palliative than a solution since 
corrugation eventually develops. In the 1980s, costs for 
grinding in the rail industry worldwide
∗Corresponding author
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were in the order of at least US$108 per annum [4]. It was re-
ported that corrugation typically occurs primarily on the low 
rail in short radius curves (usually curves of less than 450 m 
radius) and to a lesser extent in tangent ial tracks at traction or 
braking sites [4].

Rail corrugation formation mechanisms are presented by 
S.L. Grassie and J. Kalousek in their review [5], which is con-
sidered to be the most complete work on the subject, later revis-
ited by Grassie himself [6]. The two corrugation formation mech-
anisms are composed of a wavelength fixing mechanism and
a damage mechanism. The wavelength fixing mechanism
repre-sents the vibration behavior of the system in terms of
vibration modes whose vibration frequency is directly related
to the cor-rugation formation wavelength. The damage
mechanism is the rail material removal mechanism. The most
common damage mechanism is wear, even though several
other mechanisms can be found, i.e., plastic flow and plastic
bending. The frequencies associated with the wavelength
fixing mechanisms are directly related to the corrugation
wavelength on account of the above-mentioned wear
mechanism. This relation can be expressed as [6]:

λ =
v
f

(1.1)

where λ is the corrugation wavelength, v is the speed of those
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trains that give rise to the corrugation and f the frequency of 
the pertinent wavelength fixing mechanism.

Among the many known rail corrugation morphologies, the 
most common ones are the pinned-pinned resonance 
corrugation, P2 resonance corrugation, and rutting corrugation 
[5]. They are described by means of their wavelength fixing 
mechanism. The pinned-pinned resonance corrugation is 
characterized by the vertical vibration of the rails as if they were 
pinned at the sleep-ers and is related to frequencies around 800 - 
1200 Hz. P2 resonance corrugation is associated with the 
vibration of the unsprung mass on the track stiffness and is 
related to frequencies between 50 and 100 Hz. These firsttwo 
corrugation types are commonly found in straight lines.

On the other hand, rutting corrugation is associated to 
torsional/bending vi-brations of the leading wheelsets caused by 
roll-slip vibrations related to the saturation of the traction forces, 
i.e., where the traction ratio (T/N) is close to the friction limit
and is related to frequencies between 250 and 400 Hz. T is the
tangential contact force while N is the normal contact force at
the wheel-rail contact. In fact, contact forces in the leading
wheelset are greatest. Rutting corrugation is typi-cal on short
radius curves, even though it can also be found in straight lines
when the traction or braking forces are sufficiently high. It
appears most commonly on the low rail. ’Rutting’ has been
defined as a specific type of corrugation by S. L. Grassie [5].
Discrete irregularities such as welds and joints are com-mon
’triggers’ for rutting corrugation, and often fix the position of
corrugation along the rail. Usually, the wheel on the leading
wheelset in a bogie is involved in the formation of rutting cor-
rugation because of the high tangential force from curving. The
damage mechanism for rutting is most commonly wear [6]. The
effect of lateral creepage force on rail corrugation on the low rail
at sharp curves has been studied by Ishida et al. [7]. Their
experimental investigations showed the prime relevance of lat-
eral creepage  forces and rail joints on the formation of rutting
corrugation, and roll-slip between rail and wheel as a possible
physical cause. A non-linear time domain model of a bogie
cornering with a modal description of the wheelset has been
used for the analysis of rail corrugation in cornering by Daniel et
al. [8]. The analysis showed clear evidence of roll-slip
phenomena, especially on the leading axle.; The sliding
oscillation causing wear is mainly a roll-slip oscillation of
lateral creep. Use of friction modifiers (FMs) is known to be
useful for re-ducing corrugation formation, although its effect
on the system is still not fully understood [9]. Other effective
corrugation mit-igation methods are rail hardening, as well as
employing soft railpads in the railway track [6, 10, 11].

The wavelength fixing mechanisms can be excited in dif-
ferent ways. Two main schools of thought have been hitherto 
developed in scientific literature. The first one considers the 
excitation of the system in a broad frequency range caused by 
the longitudinal rail head irregularity, which is assumed to be 
always present in the form of a random profile with relatively 
low amplitude. The fluctuation of the friction forces at the same 
wavelength fixing mechanism frequency leads to differential 
wear and, in the long run, to corrugation. As such, this the-ory 
has been implemented by using time domain accumulation wear 
models [10, 12, 13].

The second school of thought considers the instability of

the wheel-rail system in specific situations, i.e., self-excited vi-
brations, as the cause of excitation of wavelength fixing mecha-
nisms. The instability is considered to be caused by the interac-
tion of the wheel and the rail through the contact patch when the 
creep forces are near saturation, i.e., when the maximum avail-
able tangential contact force µN is approached. A first method 
used to analyze the instability of the system is developed in time 
domain, and takes into account the roll-slip vibrations between 
wheel and rail, i.e., the periodic passage of the contact condi-
tion from rolling to sliding due to either the periodic variation 
of the normal contact force between wheel and rail near satura-
tion, or the negative slope of the friction-creepage relationship 
after saturation [13, 14]. Recently, the instability of the system 
has been analyzed in the frequency domain by considering the 
friction-induced dynamic instabilities of the system due to the 
quasi-saturated friction forces in the neighborhood of a steady-
state working condition of the system [9, 15, 16]. This method 
may be suitable for the prediction of rutting corrugation in short 
radius curves or in braking or traction sites, and well suitable 
for performing multiple-cases analyses since frequency domain 
analyses are generally less time consuming compared to time 
domain models. Nevertheless, the overall physical mechanism 
of generation of rail corrugation is still not fully understood.

ABAQUS provides an implemented algorithm for the detec-
tion of friction-induced self-excited unstable vibration modes, 
i.e., complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA). In 2006, AbuBakar
and his co-authors [17, 18] have used the CEA in combination
with a transient dynamic analysis for predicting brake squeal
frequencies, and the effect of temperature-dependent friction of
the brake stability. In 2007, Liu et al. [19] have performed a
parametric analysis of brake squeal by using the same method.
In 2009, Nouby et al. [20] have coupled the CEA with a design
of experiment analysis (DOE) in order to perform a parametric
analysis of disc brake squeal by using statistical regression tech-
niques. The CEA has been used by Chen et al. to study both rail
corrugation and wheel-rail squeal due to self-excited vibrations
under saturated creep forces [9, 15, 16]. In these works, a tran-
sient dynamic analysis together with the CEA has been used to
predict rail corrugation induced by self-excited vibrations.

In this paper, The general aim of this paper is to further expand 
knowledge on the deployment of the CEA for studying rail 
corrugation for-mation in short radius curves. A numerical 
procedure aiming at the prediction of rutting corrugation on 
short radius curves is carried out through the detection of the 
self-excited vibrations of the wheelset-track system. The 
numerical model includes a full track section and a leading 
wheelset, fully implemented in a Fi-nite Element (FE) 
environment. Furthermore, a parametric analysis is performed 
by using the Design of Experiment methodology in order to 
identify the parameters with a significant influence on rail 
corrugation formation. The overall analysis methodol-ogy 
adopted in this paper combines multibody simulations for 
defining correctly the boundary conditions of the FE model and 
the steady-state position of the wheelset, and FE stability anal-
yses conducted by means of the general-purpose FE software 
ABAQUS 6.14.
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2. Wheel-rail contact model

The FE contact interaction model, which considers a surface-
based approach, is applied to model the wheel-rail contact. The
numerical discretization method considers the shape of both
master and slave surfaces, such that the contact condition is dis-
tributed over the regions near the contacting nodes. The normal
interaction between the interacting surfaces is modelled as a
hard relationship between the normal pressure and the surfaces
overclosure, i.e., the surfaces penetration. This means that no
pressure is present when there is no actual contact, while any
pressure is possible when actual contact is present. The re-
lationship is enforced numerically by means of a penalty stiff
approximation, which can be expressed as:

fi = −δiKi (2.1)

where f is the component of the contact force in normal di-
rection, δ is the overclosure, K is the contact stiffness and i is
the finite element node considered. The tangential contact in-
teraction is composed by a simplified Coulomb friction model
(τ = µN) for a sufficiently high total contact slip, and an elastic
slip (τ = χε, where χ is the sticking friction and ε is the total
slip) for small values of contact slip, in order to take into ac-
count the contact sticking creepage. However, since the study
assumes quasi-saturation of the contact forces, tangential con-
tact is equivalently modeled by using only the former relation.

3. Complex Eigenvalue Analysis (CEA)

The analysis used the official Abaqus User’s Manual [21]
as technical reference. The complex eigenvalue analysis (CEA)
has been widely used mainly as a tool for predicting unsta-
ble frequencies in friction-induced vibration problems. The
method consists of the computation of system eigenvalues and
their corresponding mode shapes which in general are complex-
valued functions. The real part of the eigenvalues is deployed
as parameter correlated to the stability of the particular mode
shape. In general, the system might experience instability be-
cause friction forces cause the stiffness matrix to be asymmetric
[20].

3.1. Implementation procedure
ABAQUS versions 6.4 and later on provide the implementa-

tion of the complex eigenvalue analysis for the stability predic-
tion of friction-induced vibration FE models. Generally speak-
ing, the equations of motion of a linear, n degrees of freedom
(d.o.f.) mechanical system are:

[M]ẍ + [C]ẋ + [K]x = q (3.1)

where [M], [C] and [K] are the mass, damping and struc-
tural stiffness matrices of the system (nxn), and q is the vector
of the generalized external forces acting on the system. The
structural matrices of the system are generally positive definite.
In a structural/mechanical FE model, the vector x represents
all the d.o.f. of the mesh nodes. In the case of the wheel-rail
contact problem, the friction forces present in the contact patch

are assumed to be the main source of vibration excitation. The
vector of external forces q, which consists only of the friction
forces, can be defined as a function of the displacement vector
x and the localized contact stiffness matrix:

q = µ[K f ]x (3.2)

where [K f ] is the friction stiffness matrix, generally not
symmetric, and µ is the friction coefficient on the contact patch.
The governing equations can hence be rewritten as:

[M]ẍ + [C]ẋ + [[K] − µ[K f ]]x = 0 (3.3)

where [[K] − µ[K f ]] is in turn not symmetric. Since the
global stiffness matrix is not symmetric, various modes of the
system might manifest flutter instability. The characteristic equa-
tions of the system can be expressed as:

(λ2[M] + λ[C] + [[K] − µ[K f ]])φ = 0 (3.4)

where λ and φ are the eigenvalues and the eigenvectors of
the system, respectively.

In general, Eq. 3.4 gives complex eigenvalues. It is not
trivial to solve an eigenvalue problem with an asymmetric stiff-
ness matrix. Therefore, in order to get a simpler solution of
the problem approximation methods are generally used. The
most common one is the so-called subspace projection method.
In the subspace projection method, the original eigensystem is
projected into a subspace spanned by the eigenvectors of the
undamped, symmetric system [21]. In absence of the damping
and friction terms, Eq. 3.4 reduces to a symmetric problem:

(λr
2[M] + [K])φr = 0 (3.5a)

det(λr
2[M] + [K]) = 0 (3.5b)

where φr are the eigenvectors of the reduced system. Eq.
3.5b can be easily solved by means of well-implemented iter-
ation methods for the extraction of eigenvalues and the corre-
sponding eigenvectors of a symmetric generalized eigenprob-
lem, e.g., Lanczos or AMS methods. In general, the eigen-
value extraction is stopped before a complete extraction at a
user-defined number of eigenvalues m. With the reduced so-
lution, all the structural matrices of the original system can be
projected into the reduced eigenvector subspace.

[M∗] = [Φr]T [M][Φr]
[C∗] = [Φr]T [C][Φr]
[K∗] = [Φr]T [K][Φr]

(3.6)

where [Φr] is the transformation matrix composed of the
computed eigenvectors. With the projected structural matrices
of the system, the differential equations of motion in the modal
subspace can be written as follows:

[M∗]ÿ + [C∗]ẏ + [K∗]y = 0 (3.7)

where y is the vector of the modal coordinates, defined as:

x = [Φr]y (3.8)
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The projected characteristic equations thus become:

(λp
2[M∗] + λp[C∗] + [[K∗]])φp = 0 (3.9)

where φp are the eigenvectors of the projected system.
Eq. 3.4 requires solving a large number of equations, equal

to the number of d.o.f. of the FE model. In Eq. 3.9 there
are fewer equations, equal to the number of natural eigenmodes
used for the subspace projection, thus leading to a faster numer-
ical solution. This equation is then solved using the standard
QZ method for generalized non-symmetric eigenproblems.

Finally, the eigenvectors of the original system can be ap-
proximated by projecting the obtained eigenvectors in the orig-
inal n d.o.f. space:

φ ' {φr1, φr2, . . . , φrm}φp (3.10)

Usually, also in the case of the final complex eigenvalues
and eigenvectors, the extraction stops at a user-defined number
of eigenvalues. The complex eigenvalue λk can be expressed by
means of its real and imaginary components λk = αk ± iωk. The
general solution of the system can be obtained by superimpos-
ing the single eigenmodes:

x(t) =

n∑
k=1

φkeλk t =

n∑
k=1

φke(αk±iωk)t (3.11)

The real part of the eigenvalue is the basis to judge the sta-
bility of the system. When the real part of an eigenvalue is
larger than zero, the nodal displacement x(t) will increase with
time, meaning that the vibration of the system is growing and
the system will become unstable according to that particular
mode of vibration [15]. A common parameter used to measure
the propensity of self-excited vibration occurrence is the defi-
nition of an effective damping ratio for every single eigenmode
of the system:

ξk = −2
Re(λk)
Im(λk)

(3.12)

If the damping ratio is negative, the corresponding eigen-
mode is supposed to be unstable and has a tendency to induce
self-excited vibrations.

The analysis steps needed for performing a complex eigen-
value analysis are hence the following:

• Nonlinear steady-state analysis of the wheelset-track sys-
tem for applying the suspension forces on the bearings.

• Nonlinear steady-state analysis for imposing the lateral
steady-state speed on the wheelset.

• Natural frequency extraction of the system without con-
sidering the friction coupling and damping to find the
projection subspace.

• Complex eigenvalue extraction of the system that incor-
porates the effect of the friction coupling and damping.

In step 2, the lateral steady-state speed of the wheelset,
defined by the wheelset angle of attack Vl = V sinψ is im-
posed through a *MOTION, TRANSLATION procedure and
a TYPE=VELOCITY behavior to the wheelset FE domain.

3.2. Corrugation Index

When studying the formation of corrugation by means of
the complex eigenvalue analysis, the effective damping ratio ξ
gives the information regarding the propensity of a particular
mode of vibration to be self-excited by the dynamic situation.
One may also consider the degree of potential slip at the contact
patch that can be generated by the unstable modes as correlated
with corrugation formation. Wear can be modeled by using Ar-
chard’s simplified wear theory. This model makes the assump-
tion that the volume of removed material is proportional to the
dissipated sliding energy, which in turn is the work done by the
friction forces. Therefore, Archard’s wear is formed only in the
presence of relative creepage. The volume of removed material
due to wear is:

V = K
N
H
κ (3.13)

where N is the normal load, H the hardness of the softer of the 
two contacting bodies, κ is the sliding distance and K the wear 
coefficient [22]. Chen et al. studied how self-excited vibrations 
lead to fluctuation of the contact forces through a comparison of 
a self-excited vibrations analysis and a transient-dynamic anal-
ysis in time domain [16]. Hence, self-excited vibrations may 
influence the contact condition and lead to differential wear.

Sliding distance is always present in the unstable modes of 
vibration since the contact is assumed quasi-saturated. How-
ever, the longer the sliding distance between the contacting 
bod-ies it is, the bigger will be the removed material due to 
adhesive wear will be. Therefore, an alternative indicator, the 
effective corru-gation index (γ), which is directly proportional 
to parameters describing the unstable ility of modes of vibration 
of the system and their corresponding equivalent sliding 
distance, is proposed in this study and is defined as:


γk = 0 if ξk,min > 0

γk =

N∑
i=1

|ξi |ϕi

ϕ0
if ξk,min < 0

(3.14)

where k is the kth analysis case, N is the number of unsta-
ble modes detected in the considered analysis case, ξi is the ith
unstable mode effective damping ratio, ϕ0 is a normalization
factor equal to 10−6 and ϕi is the ith slip factor computed as:

ϕi =

√
(u1w,i − u1lr,i)2 + (u3w,i − u3lr,i)2

where u is the mean normalized nodal displacement of the
unstable mode shape computed in the neighborhood of the con-
tact patch, in the transversal direction (subscript 1) and longi-
tudinal direction (subscript 3) for the low wheel (subscript w)
and the low rail (subscript lr). Only the low wheel and rail are
considered in the definition of the slip factor since virtually all
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Figure 1: Wheel cross-section (including wheel profile). a) European
S-shaped. b) Chinese SFMZ06M1 [15]. c) Wheel profile—EN 13715
S1002/h28/e32.5/6.7%.

vibration is concentrated in the low side. The nodal mean nor-
malized displacements are computed as an average value of the
relative displacement of the mode shape on five different nodes
in the contact region. Hence, the effective damping ratio ξi is
used as the instability index of the ith mode, and ϕi is used as
the slip index of the ith mode.

4. Wheelset-track model

The wheelset-track model assembly represents a short ra-
dius curve section with curve radius 300 m, superelevation or 
cant 100 mm, rail inclination angle 1/20, sleeper spacing 600 
mm. Two different track gauges are considered in the analysis: 
the standard track gauge 1435 mm and a wider track gauge 
1455 mmgauge. The rails are modeled considering the track 
curvature, with a rail curva-ture angle β = l/r, where l is the rail 
track length and r is the curve radius. The rails and wheels are 
divided into geometrical sub-domains in order to apply a 
refined mesh near the contact patch.

The analysis considers standard rail, sleeper, wheelset ge-
ometries, and standard wheel profiles ( wheel r unning surface 
profiles). The standard UIC60 rail is used in the analysis. Being 
one of the study parameters, two different wheel cross-sections 
are considered, as shown in Figure 1. Specifically, a  typical 
European S-shaped wheel cross-section with 920 mm diameter 
and a Chinese wheel cross-section (SFMZ06M1) with 840 mm 
diameter are considered, the latter being typically used in metro 
lines and studied by Chen et al. in their corrugation analysis 
[15]. This geometrical parameter describes simultaneously the 
effect of multiple sub geometrical parameters, such as wheel di-
ameter, wheel profile, flange geometry, radii of  curvature, etc. 
Since this study is primarily concerned about the viability of 
the complex eigenvalue analysis as a possible method for the

Table 1: Material and structural parameters

ρsteel [ton/mm3] 7.85e−9

Esteel [Mpa] 206000
νsteel [-] 0.3
ρconcrete [ton/mm3] 2.4e−9

Econcrete [Mpa] 30200
νconcrete [-] 0.2
Cpad,v [MNs/m] 0.03
Cpad,l [MNs/m] 0.032

Kballast,l [MN/m] 55
Cballast,v [MNs/m] 0.1
Cballast,l [MNs/m] 0.05

Figure 2: Rail pad spring-dashpot model.

study of rutting corrugation,—and only secondly to get first re-
sults about the effects of several parameters by using the above-
mentioned method,—this approach for the study of the effect of 
wheel geometry has been considered germane with respect to 
the framework of the present study.

The wheel profile used for both wheel cross-sections is the 
standard EN 13715 S1002 with flange h eight o f 2 8 m m and 
thickness of 32.5 mm. The sleepers used in the studied track are 
the concrete sleeper JBV60, typically used by the Norwegian 
Railway Administration in combination with UIC60 rails.

4.1. Finite element model

All the materials are assumed to be linear-elastic. The steel 
materials considered for the wheelset and for the rails are as-
sumed to have the same mechanical properties. Table 1 shows 
the material parameters and structural param-eters used in the 
model.

The rail geometry is modeled in sub-domains for applying a 
refined mesh near the contact region. Tie couplings are de-fined 
among the geometry sub-domains in order to constrain the 
d.o.f. of the surface nodes. In order to apply the primary 
suspension forces, it is necessary to define two interface nodes 
by coupling two reference points on the axle surfaces corre-
sponding to the position of the bearings. To this end, kinematic 
couplings are used. A set of nine spring-dashpot pairs is consid-
ered to be sufficient for modeling the rail pad dynamics in the 
frequency range of interest [0-1000 Hz]. Three spring-damper 
(SD) elements distributed in the longitudinal direction and three
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Figure 3: FE meshed model overview.

spring-damper elements distributed in lateral direction for each
rail pad are used to account for all the translational and rota-
tional flexibilities of the rail pads [23]. With respect to the
modeling solution for railpads and ballast implemented in ref-
erence [15], the modeling strategy here proposed uses fewer SD
elements, hence contributing to an overall reduction of compu-
tational time for the analysis.

Figure 2 depicts the rail pad spring-dashpot area model. In
the same way, the ballast is modeled by springs and dashpots
by using an Area-SD model approach, as the rails and sleeper
seats are covered with multiple discrete linear spring and vis-
cous damper pairs [24]. The mesh density is increased near the
contact patch, leading to a global seed size of 35 mm and a
minimum seed size near the contact patch equal to 4 mm. In
order to avoid the presence of hourglass unstable zero-energy
modes, the 8-node linear brick, incompatible modes elements
(C3D8I) are used. Although the best quality of the model can
be achieved with quadratic elements, the C3D8I elements gen-
erally give a reasonable trade-off between quality, stability and
the integration time. The model is composed of circa 316000
C3D8I elements.

Figure 3 depicts an overview of the global meshed FE model
used in the analysis. The real structural system has an ap-
proximately infinite longitudinal length. However, a too-long
track model cannot be used because it would lead to exces-
sive computational effort. A trade-off between rail length, dy-
namic properties, and computational effort should then be in-
vestigated. The effect of the track longitudinal length on the
vertical rail receptance has been analyzed in order to set an
optimal track length in the FE model. This has been done by
computing the track frequency response function (FRF) in the
frequency range [0-2000 Hz] for several track lengths: 4200
mm, 7800 mm, 11400 mm, and 36000 mm. The track length

Figure 4: Vertical midspan track receptance functions. a) Magnitude. [N/mm]
b) Phase [deg]. ( ) Rail length: 4200 mm. ( ) Rail length: 7800 mm.
( ) Rail length: 11400 mm.

of 36000 mm, which is used as a typical track length covering
all the interesting vibration modes of the vehicle-track system
(also used in reference [15]), led to an excessively large com-
putational time.

Figure 4 depicts the vertical midspan receptance FRF func-
tions and their relative phase functions for the previously de-
fined track lengths. The results shown in Figure 4 are obtained
by performing a Steady state modal dynamics simulation with
a concentrated unit vertical force acting at the midspan. The
effect of the boundary conditions is predominant at 4200 mm
length. An acceptable convergence of the dynamic behavior of
the system is obtained for a track length of 11400 mm, as shown
in Figure 4, which is hence used as track length of the analysis.

The model proposed in this study shows how, starting from
the reference modeling in [15], several modeling strategies can
be adopted in order to increase computational efficiency with-
out losing model quality.

4.2. Implementation of steady-state curving in FE model
Complex Eigenvalue Analysis is based on a linearization

of the equations describing the frictional forces established at
wheel/rail interface, through the matrix [K f ], defined in Eq. 3.2.
In order to define this matrix, the steady-state curving condi-
tion of the vehicle shall be firstly defined, considering the non-
linear effects related to wheel/rail geometry and the saturation
effects in the relationship between creepages and creep forces.
This task is accomplished by using a multibody system (MBS)
model of the entire railway vehicle. This model neglects de-
formability effects in wheelsets and in the track, and hence it
is not suitable for analyzing the formation of corrugation. Yet,
it considers in full the non-linearities related to wheel/rail con-
tact in a curve and hence can be used to define the steady-state
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Table 2: MBS results (gauge: 1435 mm)

Fhigh,v [N] −80000
Flow,v [N] −85900
Fhigh,l [N] 523
Flow,l [N] 7400
Yaw [rad] -0.008
Roll [rad] 0.000228

Table 3: MBS results (gauge: 1455 mm)

Fhigh,v [N] −80000
Flow,v [N] −85900
Fhigh,l [N] 1710
Flow,l [N] 8610
Yaw [rad] -0.00812
Roll [rad] 0.000123

condition of the vehicle as a starting point for the CEA anal-
ysis. The evaluation of the steady-state dynamic condition in
a curved track of the system is necessary in order to correctly
set the FE model for the CE analysis. To this aim, an MBS
simulation is performed considering a rigid track model. The
necessary input data coming from the simulation are essentially
the suspension forces acting on the wheelset bearings. The ref-
erence velocity considered is 40 Km/h. The total length of the
track in the MBS is 300 m. The track is divided into three
distinct sections: a straight section, a transition section, and a
curved section. The first section is 24 m long. The transition
section is 51 m long. The curved section is 225 m long. In the
MBS model, the train is represented by one wagon. The car
body rests on two bogies, each one having a leading wheelset
and a trailing wheelset. The wheelsets are not motorized and
are modeled as rigid bodies. The weights of the car body and
the bogie (excludes wheelsets) are 47.5 ton and 10 ton, respec-
tively. Two different simulations are performed in relation to
the two gauges used in the analysis.

Table 2 and Table 3 show the results for a standard gauge
and a wider track gauge, respectively. Subscript v stands for the
vertical direction, l for the lateral direction, high for the high
rail, and low for the low rail. The vertical forces are positive if
pointing upwards while the lateral forces are positive if pointing
towards the outer curve side. The positive yaw angle is positive
in clockwise direction, the vertical upward direction being the
axis reference.

5. Design of Experiment (DOE) settings

To find o ut t he c ritical f actors a nd e ffective t reatments to 
corrugation, it is essential to investigate how typical parameters 
of the wheelset and track system might affect the occurrence of 
cor-rugation in a short radius curve condition in terms of 
variation of the corrugation index γ. The analysis is focused on 
four main factors:

• Rail pad Stiffness. In the literature, rail pad stiffness is

Figure 5: Results in terms of effective damping ratios and their relative fre-
quency. a) General results. b) Emphasis on the unstable eigenmodes.

considered as one of the parameters that can be modi-
fied to inhibit corrugation occurrence. A numerical study
conducted in 1998 by H. Ilias [10] and the experiment
results collected in 2005 by J.Vinolas [11] showed that
stiffer rail pads led to higher corrugation growth.

• Vertical Ballast Stiffness.

• Wheel cross-section. This factor might have a strong im-
pact on the unstable mode shapes properties, hence af-
fecting rail corrugation formation. Two different wheel 
cross-sections are used.

• Track Gauge. In curved tracks, track gauge is widened in 
order to get a smooth curving behavior. This factor can 
change the position of the contact points on the rail and 
wheel surface, and the friction forces field distribution on 
the model; hence, it may affect the occurrence of insta-
bility. 

Table 4 shows the levels of the chosen factors levels. The rail 
pad constant parameter values and the rail pad stiff-ness levels, 

as well as the constant parameters of the rail pad, are determined from the study 
by K. Knothe and S.L. Grassie [25], while the stiffness levels 
and other constant parameters of the ballast are determined 
from the studies published by the EUROBALT project [26]. 
The lateral and longitudinal stiffness of the rail pad and the 
ballast are considered to be equal. The lateral rail pad stiffness 
is considered to be circa 20% of the ver-tical rail pad stiffness 
(Kpad,l ' 0.2Kpad,v). The DOE analysis is composed of 36 cases.
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Table 4: Analysis factors

Factor + 0 -

[MN/m] 600 340 80
[MN/m] 200 110 20

[-] European Chinese

Vertical Pad Stiffness, Kpad,v 
Vertical Ballast Stiffness, Kballast,v 
Wheel cross-section, wcs
Track Gauge, g [mm] 1455 1435

6. Results and discussion

The results of the analysis are given in terms of complex 
eigenvalues and complex eigenvectors, i.e., mode shapes, in the 
frequency range of interest and their associated effective damp-
ing ratio. In ABAQUS, the effective damping ratios are col-
lected in the output variable DAMPRATIO. Figure 5a depicts 
the typical distribution of the complex eigenvalues of the sys-
tem in terms of effective damping ratio in the frequency range 
of interest [0-1200 Hz]. The distribution is similar, although 
not identical, in all design of experiments cases. Here, for the 
sole purpose of showing the distribution of the effective damp-
ing ratios, a single case is considered and it refers to the wider 
track gauge 1455 mm, a European wheel cross-section, a 
vertical rail pad stiffness of 340 MN/m, and a vertical ballast 
stiffness of 20 MN/m. Figure 5b zooms in the distribution of the 
near-zero effective damping ratios. Two negative effective 
damping ratios are visible in the chart. These two unstable 
modes may be re-lated to high amplitude vibrations. The first 
unstable mode (I) is related to an unstable frequency of 340 Hz 
and an effective damping ratio of -0.0082; the second unstable 
mode is related to an unstable frequency of 919 Hz and an 
effective damping ratio of -0.0067.

Figure 6 shows the mode shapes associated with the de-
tected unstable modes. A great deal of the vibration at those 
frequencies affects the wheelset, and in particular the wheel in 
contact with the low rail. The vibration mostly occurs in lateral 
direction. In these two modes, sleepers are not participating in 
the vibration modes. Since these particular vibration displace-
ment distributions are characterized by a considerable differ-
ence in normalized displacement between the wheel at the low 
rail and low rail at the contact patch, they may be also associ-
ated with high slip between them and therefore to high corru-
gation rate at the low rail. This numerical result is congruent 
with the experimental evidence on rutting corrugation showing 
a typical corrugation formation at short radius curves on the low 
rail [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Moreover, the frequency of the most unstable 
mode is in the typical rutting frequency range. For each DOE 
case, the negative effective damping ratios with their associated 
frequency are obtained, as well as the minimum positive effec-
tive damping ratio if no unstable mode is detected. Thus, the 
corrugation index of each case can be obtained.

In the DOE study, the main effects plot shows the average 
response for a given level of a factor (+, 0, -) for each of the 
studied factors, whereby the influence o f a  s ingle f actor with 
respect to the full range of variation of the remaining factors of 
the analysis is revealed. The trend of the influence of a  single 
factor on the output variable can be thus determined. The inter-

Figure 6: Unstable modeshapes. a) Mode at frequency 340 Hz and effective
damping ratio -0.0082. b) Mode at frequency 919 Hz and effective damping
ratio -0.0067.

action plots can also be determined by considering the variation
of the average response of a factor due to the level of another
factor [27].

In other words, the main effects, γx, are computed as:

γx =

n∑
i=1

γi|x

n
main effect (6.1a)

γx =

n∑
i=1

γi|x|y

n
interaction effect (6.1b)

where x is the analysis factor level taken into account, y the
interaction factor level considered, γi the corrugation index, and
n the total number of cases considered.

Figure 7 and 8 show the main effects plots of the four factors
and the interaction effect plots with respect to the wheel cross-
section. They are acquired by means of the package Minitab
and the computation of the Main Effects Plot under Factorial
Design [28]. The two-level factors are interpolated through
linear functions, while the three-level factors are interpolated
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Figure 7: Effects plots and interaction plots with respect to the wheel cross-
section. a) Vertical ballast stiffness [MN/m]. b) Gauge [mm]. ( ): Main
effects. ( •): Wheel cross-section: Chinese. ( N): Wheel cross-section:
European.

Figure 8: Effects plots and interaction plots with respect to the wheel cross-
section. a) Vertical railpad stiffness [MN/m]. b) Wheel cross-section [-].
( ): Main effects. ( •): Wheel cross-section: Chinese. ( N): Wheel
cross-section: European.

through quadratic functions. From these results, the following
conclusions can be drawn:

• The corrugation index shows its maximum level for a
medium vertical ballast stiffness value, i.e., 110 MN/m.

• Evidence of a trend towards lower values of corrugation
index for low rail pad stiffness values, e.g., 80 MN/m;
This result is in accordance with most of the literature on
rail corrugation in that the use of soft rail pads may be a
mitigating factor [4, 5, 10, 11].

Figure 7b shows the interaction effect of the track gauge and 
the wheel cross-section, and its strong influence on the corru-
gation index. Hence, the effect of the track gauge on the cor-
rugation index greatly depends on the wheel cross-section. For 
instance, in the case of European wheel cross-section, the sys-
tem is affected by unstable modes only for wider track gauges, 
specifically for a track gauge of 1455 mm.

The Pareto chart of effects gives a graphical representation 
of the importance of a single factor or the interaction effects 
of multiple factors by showing their absolute effect. The effect 
of each factor and the interaction effect of two or more factors 
are defined by considering the Statistical Analysis of the t-test, 
also known as Signal-to-Noise test. This test computes the ratio 
between the difference of the means of the response and the 
standard error of the difference. The difference between the 
maximum and the minimum means can be calculated as:

• for two-levels factors:
Xi = (avi,+, avi,−)max − (avi,+, avi,−)min

• for three-levels factors:
Xi = (avi,+, avi,0, avi,−)max − (avi,+, avi,0, avi,−)min

where avi,+, avi,0 and avi,− are the average responses of the
ith factor at the +, 0 and - levels. The t value, which is also
referred to as the standardized effect, is defined as [29]:

t =
Xi√

σ2
i,max

ni,max
+

σ2
i,min

ni,min

(6.2)

where σi,max is the variance of the response of the ith fac-
tor for the maximum case, σi,min is the variance of the response
of the ith factor for the minimum case, ni,max is the number of
samples for the maximum case and ni,min is the number of sam-
ples for the minimum case. A level of significance (α) of 0.05
is used.

Figure 9 depicts the Pareto chart of standardized effects.
The Figure is acquired through the software package Minitab
and the computation of the Pareto Chart of the Standardized
Effects under Factorial Design. The terms A, B, C, AB, etc. are
the factors considered in the analysis that may contribute in the
response, here parametrized with the corrugation index. They
can be either main effects, e.g., A, or interaction effects, e.g.,
AB. The dashed line represents the significance level equivalent
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Figure 9: Pareto general chart of the main and interaction effects on γ. A: 
Rail Gauge. B: Wheel cross-section. C: Vertical Railpad stiffness. D: Vertical 
Ballast stiffness.

to an alpha level of 0.05. The strong influence of the interaction 
effect between the track gauge and the wheel cross-section on 
the corrugation index is here clearly depicted.

6.1. Effect of friction coefficient and rail pad damping
In order to analyze the effect of factors not taken into ac-

count in the design of experiments on the corrugation index, a 
single DOE case taken from the analysis is here considered as a 
study model. The same DOE case of Figures 5 and 6 has been 
considered. The additional parameters that have been analyzed 
are the friction coefficient and the rail pad vertical damping.

Figure 10: a) Effect of the friction coefficient µ on the effective damping ratio.
•: I mode. N: II mode. b) Effect of the friction coefficient µ on the frequency
of unstable vibration. •: I mode. N: II mode.

Figure 10a shows the effect of the friction coefficient on
the effective damping ratio of the unstable modes. The effec-
tive damping ratio absolute value—which could be related to

Figure 11: Effect of the vertical railpad damping on the effective damping ratio.
•: I mode. N: II mode.

the rate of growth of corrugation—increases linearly with re-
spect to the friction coefficient, but the sign of the real part is 
not influenced. Figure 10b shows the effect of the friction co-
efficient on the frequency of the unstable modes. The relation-
ship, by zooming in the results, is characterized by a linear shift 
of the frequencies of both unstable modes at a lower range for 
higher friction coefficients. However, the relative shift of the 
frequencies is too small to conclude that small that one can conclude that

the friction coefficient has little influence on the frequency of the 
unstable modes. Experimental evidence from field observation 
of cor-rugation growth rate and wavelength shifts with respect 
to the friction coefficient would be in any case useful for evaluating 
the validity of the method.

The same procedure has been followed to analyze the ef-
fect of the vertical rail pad damping on self-excited vibrations 
occurrence. Figure 11 shows the effect of the vertical rail pad 
damping on the effective damping ratio of the unstable modes. 
There is no clear evidence of correlation. There might still be 
interaction effects between this factor and other factors. How-
ever, this aspect has not been considered in the present paper.

7. Conclusions and recommendations

7.1. Conclusions

This paper focused on the still open research question of 
rail corrugation. Friction-induced self-excited vibration is one 
of the mechanisms proposed in the past as the cause of corruga-
tion, but was devoted less attention in past research work com-
pared to other proposed explanations of this phenomenon. This 
work aimed at expanding the knowledge on this less-researched 
theory/mechanism. A 3D finite e lement m odel, considering 
the wheelset and the track, was developed in ABAQUS. The 
effective damping ratio of the coupled wheelset-track system, 
which was obtained through the complex eigenvalue analysis, 
was used to calculate the corrugation index. The results ob-
tained by this model are in good qualitative agreement with 
previous theoretical studies and with experimental evidence on 
rutting corrugation coming from field observation.

The unstable modes detected in the analysis always show 
the largest vibration displacement at the wheel running over the
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low rail. This is in good agreement with the evidence that rut-
ting corrugation in short radius curves is almost always formed 
at the low rail. Furthermore, most of the unstable cases have 
the most unstable mode at a typical rutting fixing frequency 
range—between 340 and 495 Hz. The design of experiment 
predicts a lower corrugation index for softer rail pads, which is 
in agreement with another research finding from the literature. 
Therefore, the numerical results collected appear to support the 
viability of the complex eigenvalue analysis for the study of 
rutting corrugation.

The analysis of the effect of the friction coefficient on the 
wheelset stability showed that for higher friction coefficient val-
ues, the effective damping ratio associated with the unstable vi-
bration increases in magnitude while the frequency of unstable 
vibration shifts towards lower values. The design of experi-
ments analysis also showed a strong interaction effect of the 
track gauge and the wheel cross-section on the corrugation in-
dex. The gauge widening applied at short radius curves may led 
to instability of the wheelset-track system when using the 
European wheel cross-section, but not with the Chinese wheel 
cross-section considered in the study.; However, without apply-
ing the gauge widening, instability of the wheelset-track system 
may occurred when using the Chinese wheel cross-section, but 
not with the European wheel cross-section. A thorough 
physical explanation is not easy to provide straight away, even 
though the phenomenon is likely to be associated with the 
interaction between the wheelset resonances, affected by the 
cross-section of the wheel, and the Rolling Radius Difference 
(RRD) func-tion resulting from the coupling of the wheel and 
rail transver-sal profiles, affected by the rail gauge and 
determining the dis-tribution of the friction forces. A physical 
justification of this effect will be the subject of further research. 
Hence, within the assumptions laid out in the proposed 
method, wheel cross-section and track gauge may be jointly 
considered as potential inhibitor parameters of rutting 
corrugation formation in short radius curves.

7.2. Recommendations

Two main recommendations for the extension of the present 
study are laid out: firstly, a  s tudy o f t he w heel cross-section 
morphology influence o n t he i nstability o f t he wheelset-track 
system should be performed, with the general aim of devel-
oping an optimized wheel cross-section with respect to rutting 
corrugation formation in short radius curves. Secondly, a study 
addressing the influence of wheel profile wear on the system 
instability should be investigated.
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